Support for Trump?

By Anna Von Reitz

When hateful personalized gossip comes out of the mouths of grown men and women, I find it appalling. Grown people should know better, have deeper insights and concerns, and be less judgmental about superficial things.

Who cares what color Donald Trump's hair is? George Washington wore a wig. And it was powdered white. Am I supposed to get up and dance?

I keep my eye on the ball, on the things that matter, the things that make life better or worse for us all, the meat and potatoes, the bacon delivered for all Americans --- not just "some" Americans, who like the Pigs in the story Animal Farm, want to be "more equal" than others.

I keep track of events, so I know who caused the problems.

Trump provided more living wage jobs for Blacks, Hispanics, and Orientals than any other President ever has, picked millions of folks up out of hopeless welfare dependency and offered them a future.

How many are smart enough to "get it" and vote accordingly?

Let's start with Day One --- the non-existent Russian Collusion. Turns out the only collusion was the collusion of Hillary Clinton and Harry Reid to sell 20% of our Uranium to the Russians.

To me, that's treason. To me, that's a hanging offense.

And yet another example of diabolic reasoning ---- blame your opponent for what you are doing yourself. I think it is pretty clear who has been colluding with the Russians in real life and projecting their own guilt on Donald Trump.

Oh, and let's just forget the gross influence peddling and profiteering of Joe and Hunter Biden in Ukraine, along with the similar trough-sucking of Nancy Pelosi, Adam Schiff, and yes, Mitt Romney, a corrupt high-level Republican caught with his hands in the cookie jar. We know why he's a Never Trumper.

Speaking of hair-dos and phonies, how about Wear Your Mask Pelosi?

Or Pocohontas Warren, pretending to be a Native American?

I'm sorry. I have zero respect for hypocrites and for people who can't admit who they are.
don't trust either species of Swamp Creature.

Just think about the sanctimonious rants of Nancy Pelosi about wearing masks and shutting down businesses. Ever see a mask on her face? How many of her businesses shut down?

And now, Black Lives Matter, but billions of dollars of damage to public buildings and private businesses do not? How many people have been murdered now by these thugs roaming our streets in Democrat "controlled" cities?

Those Democrat Governors and Mayors are 100% commercially and personally liable for not calling in assistance to quell the violence and looting. They failed Job One for any government ---- protecting the people and their property.

I can easily understand now, how the majority of Democratic Party presidential candidates in the first debate, led with stories about how they failed at everything. Some of them, by their own count, failed multiple careers before becoming Democratic Candidates for the Office of President of the United States.

No wonder the Municipal Government is flat as a pancake bankrupt.

They had me thinking, gee, all I have to do is go out and fail as a car wash attendant, as a restaurant manager, and tank a small business or two, and I, too, can qualify to run this country.

By my count, they fielded one credible candidate, a mature woman of color, who answered every question succinctly and wisely, with poise and honesty --- but they panned over her name at an oblique camera angle so you couldn't read it.

Par for the course. The cream isn't what rises to the top.

Compared to the Zombie Duo Dream Team, Donald Trump is a towering intellect, and that rarest thing in American politics---- a man who keeps his word.

Go figure, Jethro. Naught into naught is naught, naught plus naught is naught, naught multiplied by naught is naught....
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